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FROBENIUS AND SEPARABLE FUNCTORS FOR THE CATEGORY OF
ENTWINED MODULES OVER COWREATHS, I: GENERAL THEORY
D. BULACU, S. CAENEPEEL, AND B. TORRECILLAS
Abstract. Entwined modules over cowreaths in a monoidal category are introduced. They
can be identified to coalgebras in an appropriate monoidal category. It is investigated when such
coalgebras are Frobenius (resp. separable), and when the forgetful functor from entwined modules
to representations of the underlying algebra is Frobenius (resp. separable). These properties are
equivalent when the unit object of the category is a ⊗-generator.
Introduction
This paper is part of a series that has as the final aim the study of Frobenius and separable
properties for forgetful functors defined on categories of entwined modules over cowreaths obtained
from certain quasi-Hopf actions and coactions. In this paper we present a general theory that allows
us not only to achieve the mentioned goal but also to unify similar results obtained so far for various
generalizations of Hopf algebras. It can be seen as a sequel of [5, 8] and as the theoretical support
for [6].
Central elements in the enveloping algebraA⊗Aop of an algebraA are often called Casimir elements,
and they play a crucial role in the theory of Frobenius and of separable algebras. The fact that
they appear in both theories is well understood, and has a categorical explanation related to the
properties that an algebra is Frobenius if the restriction of scalars functor G is Frobenius, that is, its
right adjoint is also a left adjoint, and that it is separable if and only if G is separable in the sense
of [19]. This can be exploited in order to study Frobenius and separable functors simultaneously.
This idea originated in the study of separability and Frobenius properties for Doi-Hopf modules in
[11, 12, 13], and was later refined and applied to entwined modules, see [3].
Entwined modules over entwining structures were introduced by Brzezin´ski in [2] in order to extend
the Hopf-Galois theory to coalgebras. One of the attractive aspects is that many structures that
appear in Hopf algebra theory, such as relative Hopf modules, Doi-Hopf and Yetter-Drinfeld mod-
ules, turn out to be special cases. An entwining structure is a kind of local braiding between an
algebra and a coalgebra. In fact an entwining structure with underlying algebra A can be viewed
as a coalgebra in the monoidal category TA of transfer morphisms through A as introduced by
Tambara in [26]. Tambara’s construction can be obtained from Street’s formal theory of monads,
see [23]. Monads in a 2-category C can be organized into a new 2-category Mnd(C). For an algebra
(or monad) in a strict monoidal category C (a 2-category with single 0-cell), Tambara’s category TA
is the category Mnd(C)(A,A) of endomorphisms of A in Mnd(C).
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There is a second way to organize monads into a 2-category, see [16]; the second 2-category is the
Eilenberg-Moore 2-category EM(C). It coincides with Mnd(C) at the level of 0-cells and 1-cells,
but has different 2-cells. A cowreath in C is a comonad in EM(C), and consists of an algebra
in C together with a coalgebra in T #A = EM(C)(A,A), the category of endomorphisms of A in the
Eilenberg-Moore 2-category. Note that, in the case where K is a 2-category, a comonad in in EM(K)
was called by Street a mixed wreath, see [25]. So the cowreaths we are dealing with are nothing but
mixed wreaths (or comonads) in EM(K) in the sense of Street, in the case where K is a 2-category
with a single 0-cell. If this is the case, we can introduce entwined modules over a cowreath. The
main aim of this paper is to study when the forgetful functor from entwined modules to A-modules
is Frobenius or separable. This is related to the question when a coalgebra in T #A is a Frobenius or
a coseparable coalgebra.
Compared to the classical situation, we have a two-fold generalization: first of all, the category of
vector spaces is replaced by an arbitrary (strict) monoidal category C. The best results are obtained
in the situation where the unit object 1 is a ⊗-generator of the monoidal category C, as introduced
in [8]. The following monoidal categories satisfy this condition: the category of vector spaces,
the category of bimodules RMR over an Azumaya k-algebra R, the category of finite dimensional
Hilbert complex vector spaces FdHilb, and the category Zk as introduced in [9]. We refer to [8,
Examples 3.2].
Secondly, we work over cowreaths which can be viewed as generalized entwining structures. Our
motivation to investigate such cowreaths comes from the applications that we have in mind, namely
the study of categories of Doi-Hopf modules, two-sided Hopf modules and Yetter-Drinfeld modules
over a quasi-Hopf algebra, which can be defined as entwined modules over certain cowreaths that
are not ordinary entwining structures. This study will be done in the forthcoming paper [6].
In Sections 2-6, we present our general theory. In Section 1, we present preliminary results on
monoidal categories and bimodules. In Section 2, we introduce cowreaths in monoidal categories,
and entwined modules over them. In Section 3, we introduce generalized factorization structures;
these are algebras in T #A , or, equivalently, wreaths in C. Given a generalized factorization structure,
we can define an algebra in C, called the wreath product algebra or the generalized smash product.
Duality arguments turn cowreaths into generalized factorization structures, and the category of
entwined modules is isomorphic to the category of modules over the generalized smash product,
see Theorem 3.4. In Section 4, we discuss when the forgetful functor F is Frobenius. F always
has a right adjoint G; in order to investigate when G is also a left adjoint, we need to investigate
natural transformations from the identity functor to FG, and from GF to the identity functor.
Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 tell us that the necessary and sufficient information that is needed to
produce such natural transformations is encoded in the so-called Frobenius elements and Casimir
morphisms, at least in the case where 1 is a ⊗-generator. Using these results, it is straightforward
to prove the main Theorem 4.8, stating that F is a Frobenius functor if and only if the coalgebra
corresponding to the given cowreath is Frobenius. In Section 5 it is shown that there is a strong
monoidal functor from the category of generalized transfer morphisms T #A to the category of A-
bimodules, as introduced in the preliminary Section 1.2. Consequently, a cowreath produces an
A-coring, that is a coalgebra in the category of A-bimodules. The main result is that this A-coring
is Frobenius if and only if the corresponding coalgebra (A,X) in T #A is Frobenius, see Theorem 5.2.
Under the assumption that X has a right adjoint Y , we have additional results, see Theorem 5.6.
Separability is investigated in Section 6. The main result is Theorem 6.5 stating that a coalgebra
(X,ψ) in T #A is coseparable if and only if the forgetful functor is coseparable. Again, additional
results can be stated if X has a right adjoint.
Our theory can be applied to various cowreaths coming from (co)actions of Hopf algebras and their
generalizations, see Section 5 of the paper [5]. But perhaps the most interesting are those cowreaths
(A,X) with X regarded as an object in T #A rather than TA. Such examples occur in the quasi-Hopf
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case, leading, for instance, to categories of Doi-Hopf modules, two-sided Hopf modules and Yetter-
Drinfeld modules over a quasi-Hopf algebra, respectively. As we already mentioned above, when
they are Frobenius or separable cowreaths will be the topic of the forthcoming paper [6].
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Monoidal categories.
Monoidal categories. A monoidal category is a category C together with a functor ⊗ : C × C → C,
called the tensor product, an object 1 ∈ C, called the unit object, and natural isomorphisms
a : ⊗ ◦ (⊗ × Id) → ⊗ ◦ (Id × ⊗) (the associativity constraint), l : ⊗ ◦ (1 × Id) → Id (the
left unit constraint) and r : ⊗ ◦ (Id × 1) → Id (the right unit constraint) satisfying appropriate
coherence conditions, see for example [15, XI.2] for a detailed discussion. C is called strict if a, l
and r are the identity natural transformations. It is well-known that every monoidal category is
monoidally equivalent to a strict monoidal category, and this enables us to assume without loss of
generality that C is strict. We will often delete the tensor symbol ⊗, and write X ⊗ Y = XY . We
write Xn for the tensor product of n copies of X . The identity morphism of an object X ∈ C will
be denoted by IdX or simply X . For morphisms IdX = X : X → X , f : X → Y , g : XY → Z and
h : X → Y Z in C, we adopt the following graphical notation
IdX = X =
X
X
, f =
X
❤f
Y
, g =
X Y
g
Z
and h =
X
h
Y Z
.
Algebras and coalgebras. An algebra in C is a triple (A,m, η), where A is an object in C and
m : AA → A (the multiplication) and η : 1 → A (the unit) are morphisms in C satisfying the
associativity and unit conditions m ◦ mA = m ◦ Am and m ◦ ηA = m ◦ Aη = A. The graphical
notation for m and η is the following:
m =
A A
✡✠
A
and η =
1
r
A
.
We use A as a shorter notation for the algebra (A,m, η); the multiplication on an algebra A is
typically denoted by m, and the unit by η; we put subscripts whenever convenient, so that we
can write A = (A,mA, ηA). Similar conventions are used for other structures, such as coalgebras,
modules over an algebra, adjunctions, entwining structures etc.
A coalgebra in C is a triple C = (C, ∆ : C → CC, ε : C → 1), satisfying the appropriate
coassociativity and counit conditions. The graphical notation takes the form
∆ =
C
☛✟
C C
and ε =
C
r
1
.
Adjunctions. An adjunction X ⊣ Y in C is a quadruple (X,Y, b, d), with X,Y objects in C and
morphisms b : 1→ Y X and d : XY → 1 satisfying
(1.1) Y d ◦ bY = Y and dX ◦Xb = X.
With the graphical notation
d =
X Y
✡✠
1
, b =
1
☛✟
Y X
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(1.1) can be rewritten as
Y
☛✟
✡✠
Y
=
Y
Y
,
X
☛✟
✡✠
X
=
X
X
.
Y is called a right adjoint of X , and X a left adjoint of Y . Right adjoints are unique in the following
sense. If (X,Y ′, b′, d′) is another adjunction, then λ = Y ′d ◦ b′Y : Y → Y ′ is an isomorphism with
inverse λ−1 = Y d′ ◦ bY ′. It is easy to show that λ is designed in such a way that
(1.2) b′ = λX ◦ b and d = d′ ◦Xλ.
For two adjunctions (X,Y, b, d) and (X ′, Y ′, b′, d′), we have a new adjunction
(XX ′, Y ′Y, b · b′ = Y ′bX ′ ◦ b′, d · d′ = d ◦Xd′Y ).
In particular, we have an adjunction (X2, Y 2, b2 = b · b, d2 = d · d). Given a morphism f : X → X ′,
we have
g = Y d′ ◦ Y fY ′ ◦ bY ′ : Y ′ → X ′,
which reproduces f = dX ′ ◦XgX ′ ◦Xb′.
If every object in C has a right (resp. left) adjoint, then we say that C has right (resp. left) duality;
C is called rigid if it has left and right duality. Assume that C has right duality, and choose a right
dual ∗X for every object X . For every morphism f : X → X ′ in C, we have ∗f : ∗X ′ → ∗X , and this
defines a functor ∗(−) : C → Cop. If C is rigid, then
(
∗(−), (−)∗
)
is a pair of inverse equivalences
between C and Cop.
For X,X ′ ∈ C, ∗(XX ′) and ∗X ′∗X are right duals of XX ′, so we have an isomorphism ϕ2(X,X
′) :
∗(XX ′) → ∗X ′∗X . (1, 1, 1, 1) is an adjunction, so we can put ∗1 = 1, and define ϕ0 = 1 : 1 → 1.
(∗(−), ϕ0, ϕ2) : C → C
oprev is a strong monoidal functor.
Let C be a coalgebra in C, and assume that we have an adjunction C ⊣ A. Then A is an algebra,
with structure maps
(1.3) m = Ad2 ◦A∆AA ◦ bAA : AA→ A and η = Aε ◦ b : 1→ A.
In this situation C is a right A-module (the definition of an A-module is given below), with structure
map
(1.4) µ = Cd ◦∆A.
In a similar way, if a coalgebra C has a left adjoint A, then A is an algebra, and C is a left A-module.
Module categories. Let C be a monoidal category. A right C-category is a quadruple (D, ⋄,Ψ, r),
where D is a category, ⋄ : D × C → D is a functor, and Ψ : ⋄ ◦ (⋄ × Id) → ⋄ ◦ (Id × ⊗) and
r : ⋄ ◦ (Id× 1)→ Id are natural isomorphisms such that the diagrams
((MX)Y )Z
ΨM,X,Y Z

ΨMX,Y,Z // (MX)(Y Z)
ΨM,X,Y Z // M(X(Y Z))
(M(XY ))Z
ΨM,XY,Z // M((XY )Z)
MaX,Y,Z
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
and (M1)X
ΨM,1,X //
rMX ((❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
M(1X)
MlX

X
commute, for all M ∈ D and X,Y, Z ∈ C. Obviously C is itself a right C-category. As before, we
deleted the diamond product symbols, and wrote MX =M ⋄X , for M ∈ D and X ∈ C. The above
mentioned coherence theorem for monoidal categories can be extended to C-categories, enabling us
to assume throughout that Ψ and r are natural identities. In the literature, C-categories are also
named module categories.
Let D be a right C-category, and consider an algebra A in C. A right A-module in D is a pair
M = (M,µ), with M ∈ D and µ : MA → M satisfying µ ◦Mη = M and µ ◦ µA = µ ◦Mm.
A morphism f : M → N between two right A-modules M and N in D is called right A-linear if
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f ◦ µ = µ ◦ fA. DA will be the category of right A-modules and right A-linear morphisms in D. In
a similar way, we can define left A-modules N = (N, ν) in a left C-category E and the category AE .
We will typically use the notation µ for a right action and ν for a left action. The next step is to
introduce two-sided C-categories, and two-sided A-bimodules in a two-sided C-category. We leave
it to the reader to formulate the precise definitions.
We can also define the notions of a right C-comodule (M,ρ) in a right C-category D, and right
C-colinearity of a morphism between two right C-comodules in D. The category of right comodules
and right C-colinear morphisms in D will be denoted as DC . We will use the following diagrammatic
notation for actions and coactions:
µ =
M A
✏
M
, ν =
A N
P
N
, ρ =
M
P
M C
.
1.2. The category of bimodules. The results in this Subsection will be needed in Sections 5
and 6. The results are well-known, see for example [20], [22] or [4]. What follows is an original
reformulation, which is why we decided to keep the details. Let C be a (strict) monoidal category
with coequalizers. Recall that X ∈ C is called left coflat if the functor −X : C → C preserves
coequalizers. Let A be an algebra in C. For X ∈ CA and Y ∈ AC, (X ⊗A Y, q) is the coequalizer of
the parallel morphisms µY, Xν : XAY → XY :
XAY
µY
//
Xν //
XY
q // X ⊗A Y.
We compactify our notation by writing X⊗AY = X•Y . Now let f : X → X
′ in CA and g : Y → Y
′
in AC. The universal property of coequalizers tells us that there is a unique f ⊗A g = f •g in C such
that (1.5) commutes.
(1.5) XAY
fAg

µY
//
Xν // XY
fg

q // X •Y
∃!f•g

X ′AY ′
µY ′
//
X′ν //
X ′Y ′
q // X ′ •Y ′
Proposition 1.1. Let X ∈ CA and M ∈ C. Then (AM,mM) ∈ AC, and
XAAM
µAM
//
XmM // XAM
µM // XM
is a coequalizer in C. If M ∈ CA (resp. X ∈ ACA), then this is also a coequalizer in CA (resp. AC).
Proof. Let f : XAM → P be such that f ◦ µAM = f ◦XmM . We have to prove the existence
and uniqueness of g : XM → P such that f = g ◦ µM .
If g exists, then it is unique since
(1.6) f ◦XηM = g ◦ µM ◦XηM = g.
g = f ◦XηM is such that g ◦µM = f ◦XηM ◦µM = f ◦µAM ◦XAηM = f ◦XmM ◦XAηM = f .
Finally, let M ∈ CA, and assume that f is right A-linear. The morphism g defined by (1.6) is also
right A-linear, and this shows that (XM,µM) is also a coequalizer in CA. Similar arguments hold
in the case where X ∈ ACA. 
It follows from Proposition 1.1 that we have a unique isomorphism Υ : X•(AM)→ XM such that
Υ ◦ q = µM , and Υ−1 = q ◦XηM . Otherwise stated, there is a unique isomorphism of coequalizers
(X • (AM), q) ∼= (XM,µM). Now coequalizers are defined only up to isomorphisms, so we can go
one step further, and declare (X • (AM), q) = (XM,µM). This identification will also be useful at
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the level of morphisms. Before we explain this, we state the following Lemma, which is a well-known
and basic fact.
Lemma 1.2. For M ∈ C and Y ∈ AC, we have an isomorphism α : AC(AM,Y )→ C(M,Y ), given
by the formulas
α(f ) = f ◦ ηN ; α−1(f) = νY ◦Af.
Now take f : X → X ′ in CA, M,M
′ ∈ C and g : AM → AM ′ in AC. Let g = α(g) : M → AM
′.
Making the identification X•(AM) = XM and X ′•(AM ′) = X ′M ′, we have f •g : XM → X ′M ′.
According to (1.5), f •g is determined by the commutativity of the diagram
XAM
fg

µM // XM
f•g

X ′AM ′
µM ′ // X ′M ′
It follows from (1.6) that
(1.7) f •g = µM ′ ◦ fg ◦XηM = µM ′ ◦ fg.
Definition 1.3. Let A be an algebra in C. Y ∈ AC is called robust as a left A-module if
MXAY
MµY
//
MXν //
MXY
Mq // M(X •Y )
is a coequalizer in C, for all M ∈ C and X ∈ CA.
This definition can be restated as follows: the universal property of coequalizers implies the existence
of a unique θ : (MX) •Y → M(X •Y ) such that θ ◦ q = Mq. Y is robust if and only if θ is an
isomorphism for all X and M .
Proposition 1.4. For all N ∈ C, AN ∈ AC is robust.
Proof. Take the coequalizer from Proposition 1.1, with X replaced by NX . This is precisely the
coequalizer in Definition 1.3. 
Proposition 1.5. (1) Let X ∈ CA and Y ∈ ACA. If A is left A-coflat, then X •Y ∈ CA, and
(X •Y, q) is also a coequalizer in CA.
(2) Let X ∈ ACA and Y ∈ ACA. If Y is robust as a left A-module, then X • Y ∈ AC, and
(X •Y, q) is also a coequalizer in AC.
(3) If both X and Y are A-bimodules, A is left coflat and Y is left A-robust, then X•Y ∈ ACA,
and (X •Y, q) is also a coequalizer in ACA.
Proof. (1) Consider the diagram
(1.8) XAYA
XAµ

µY A
//
XνA //
XYA
Xµ

qA // (X •Y )A
∃!µ

XAY
µY
//
Xν //
XY
q // X •Y
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The top row is a coequalizer since A is left coflat, and this implies the existence of µ. µ satisfies the
unit property. The diagram
XY
XY η

q // X •Y
(X•Y )η

XYA
Xµ

qA // (X •Y )A
µ

XY
q // X •Y
commutes. Xµ ◦ XY η = XY , the identity, and it follows from the uniqueness in the universal
property of the coequalizer that µ ◦ (X •Y )η = X •Y . We omit the proof of the associativity of µ,
since it is similar to the proof of the compatibility of µ and ν in the third part of the proof.
Let f : XY → P be a morphism in CA such that f ◦ µY = f ◦Xν. We know that there exists a
unique g : X •Y → P such that g ◦ f = q. In follows that (X •A, q) is a coequalizer in CA if we can
show that g is right A-linear. We first compute that
g ◦ µ ◦ qA
(1.8)
= g ◦ q ◦Xµ = f ◦Xµ
(∗)
=µ ◦ fA = µ ◦ gA ◦ qA.
At (∗), we used the fact that f is right A-linear. ((X•Y )A, qA) is a coequalizer since A is left coflat,
ant it follows that g ◦ µ = µ ◦ gA, which is precisely what we need.
(2) If Y is left A-robust, then the top row in the diagram
(1.9) AXAY
νAY

AµY
//
AXν // AXY
νY

Aq // A(X •Y )
∃!ν

XAY
µY
//
Xν // XY
q // X •Y
is a coequalizer, and the universal property brings the left action ν on X •Y . The rest of the proof
of part (2) is left to the reader.
(3) Now we assume that both X and Y are bimodules. We show that the actions µ and ν on X •Y
are compatible. To this end, consider the cubic diagram
AXY A
AqA //
νY A

AXµ
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■ A(X •Y )A
νA

Aµ
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
AXY
νY

Aq // A(X •Y )
ν

XYA
qA //
Xµ
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏ (X •Y )A
µ
''◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
XY
q // X •Y
Commutativity of the top and bottom faces follows from the definition of µ, and commutativity of
the front and back faces follows from the definition of ν. It is obvious that the left face commutes.
From this we deduce that
µ ◦ νA ◦AqA = µ ◦ qA ◦ νY A = q ◦Xµ ◦ νY A = q ◦ νY ◦AXµ = ν ◦Aq ◦AXµ = ν ◦Aµ ◦AqA.
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From the robustness of Y , we know that (A(X•Y ), Aq) is a coequalizer, and from the left coflatness
of A that (A(X •Y )A,AqA) is a coequalizer. It then follows that µ ◦ νA = ν ◦ Aµ, which is the
compatibility that we need. The proof of the associativity of µ and ν follows by similar arguments.

Let A be a left coflat algebra in C, and let !ACA be the full subcategory of ACA consisting of bimodules
that are left coflat as objects in C, and robust as left A-modules. Our aim is to show that !ACA is a
monoidal category, with tensor product ⊗A and unit object A.
Lemma 1.6. Let A be left coflat. If X,Y ∈ !ACA, then X •Y is left coflat.
Proof. It is easy to show that the tensor product (in C) of two left coflat objects is left coflat. Let
(P, h) be the coequalizer of two parallel morphisms f, g : M → N in C. We have to show that
(P (X •Y ), h(X •Y )) is the coequalizer of f(X •Y ), g(X •Y ). Take r : N(X •Y ) → R such that
r ◦ f(X •Y ) = r ◦ g(X •Y ) and consider the diagram
MXAY

//// NXAY

hXAY // PXAY

MXY
Mq

//// NXY
Nq

hXY // PXY
Pq

∃s
yy
M(X •Y ) // // N(X •Y )
h(X•Y ) //
r
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
P (X •Y )
∃t

R
The first two rows are coequalizers since XY and XAY are left coflat, and the three columns
are coequalizers since Y is left A-robust. The rectangles in the diagram commute, and we easily
compute that
r ◦Nq ◦ fXY = r ◦ f(X •Y ) ◦Mq = r ◦ g(X •Y ) ◦Mq = r ◦Nq ◦ gXY,
and it follows that there exists s : PXY → R such that s ◦ hXY = r ◦Nq. Then we compute that
s ◦ PνY ◦ hXAY = s ◦ hXY ◦NνY = r ◦Nq ◦NνY = r ◦Nq ◦NXµ = s ◦ PXµ ◦ hXAY,
hence s ◦ PνY = s ◦ PXµ, since hXAY is an epimorphism. This implies the existence of t :
P (X •Y )→ R such that t ◦ Pq = s. It is now easy to see that
t ◦ h(X •Y ) ◦Nq = t ◦ Pq ◦ hXY = s ◦ hXY = r ◦Nq,
hence t◦h(X•Y ) = r, as needed. The uniqueness can be easily obtained as follows: if t′ : P (X•Y )→
R is such that t′ ◦ h(X •Y ) = r, then t′ ◦ Pq ◦ hXY = r ◦Nq = t ◦ Pq ◦ hXY , and t′ = t. 
Recall that coequalizers are colimits, see for example [18, III.3]; in particular, the tensor product
X•Y of X ∈ CA and Y ∈ AC is a colimit: consider the category J with two objects labelled xay and
xy, and two non-identity arrows my, xn : xay → xy, and let F : J → C be the following functor:
F (xay) = XAY, F (xy) = XY, F (my) = µY, F (xn) = Xν.
Cones from F to the vertex P in C correspond to morphisms f : XY → P such that f ◦µY = f ◦Xν,
and the colimit ColimF = (X •Y, q) consists of an object X •Y ∈ C and a universal cone q from F
to X •Y .
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We now generalize this construction. Let J2 be the category with four objects xayaz, xyaz, xayz
and xyz, and morphisms
xayaz
xamz

xayn

myaz //
xnaz
// xyaz
xmz

xyn

xayz
myz //
xnz
// xyz
and their compositions, subject to the relations
xmz ◦myaz = myz ◦ xamz = mmz ; xyn ◦ xmaz = myz ◦ xayn = myn;
xmz ◦ xnaz = xnz ◦ xamz = xmnz ; xyn ◦ xnaz = xnz ◦ xayn = xnn.
Consider X ∈ CA, Y ∈ ACA and Z ∈ AC. F2 : J2 → C is defined in the following way:
F2(xayaz) = XAYAZ, F2(xyaz) = XYAZ, · · · , F2(xmaz) = XµAZ etc. We can also con-
sider the full subcategory J ′2 of J2, with objects xyaz, xayz and xyz, and the restriction F
′
2 of F2
to J ′2. It is easy to establish that cones from F2 to P ∈ C correspond bijectively to cones from F
′
2
to P , so that F2 and F
′
2 have the same colimit. We now define
ColimF ′2 = (X •Y •Z, q2).
Proposition 1.7. Let A be a coflat algebra in C, and consider X ∈ CA and Y, Z ∈
!
ACA. Then we
have isomorphisms of cones
(X •Y •Z, q2) ∼= (X • (Y • Z), q ◦Xq) ∼= ((X •Y )•Z, q ◦ qZ).
If X is an A-bimodule, then F2 and F
′
2 corestrict to functors with values in ACA, and the above
cones are also the colimits of these corestrictions.
Proof. We will show that (X • (Y • Z), q ◦ Xq) satisfies the universal property of cones. Assume
that f : XY Z → P in C is such that
(1.10) f ◦ µY Z = f ◦XνZ and f ◦ xµZ = f ◦XY ν.
Consider the diagram
XAYAZ

//// XAY AZ
µY Z

XνZ

XAq // XA(Y •Z)
µ(Y•Z)

Xν

XYAZ //// XY Z
f

Xq // X(Y •Z)
q

∃f1
uu
P X • (Y •Z)
∃f2oo
The two top rows are coequalizers since Z is robust as a left A-module. The second equation in
(1.10) implies the existence of f1 : X(Y •Z)→ P such that f1 ◦Xq = f .
The two squares in the top right corner of the diagram commute. The commutativity of the one on
the left is obvious, and the commutativity of the one on the right is a consequence of the definition
of the left action ν on Y •Z, see (1.9). We now easily find that
f1 ◦Xν ◦XAq = f1 ◦Xq ◦XνZ = f ◦XνZ
(1.10)
= f ◦ µY Z = f1 ◦Xq ◦ µY Z = f1 ◦ µ(Y •Z) ◦XAq,
hence f1 ◦ Xν = f1 ◦ µ(Y •Z), so there exists f2 : X • (Y • Z) → P such that f2 ◦ q = f1,
and f2 ◦ q ◦ Xq = f , as needed. The uniqueness of f2 follows from the fact that q and Xq are
epimorphisms. If f is a morphism in ACA, then it follows from Proposition 1.5 that f1 and f2 are
also in ACA, and this shows that (X • (Y • Z), q ◦ Xq) is the colimit of the corestriction of F
′
2 to
ACA.
Similar arguments show that ((X •Y )•Z, q ◦ qZ) is a colimit of F ′2. 
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Take X,Y, Z ∈ !ACA. It follows from the universal property of colimits that there exists a unique
isomorphism
α = αX,Y,Z : X • (Y •Z)→ (X •Y )•Z
in ACA such that the diagram
(1.11) XY Z
qZ ((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
Xq // X(Y •Z)
q // X • (Y •Z)
α

(X •Y )Z
q // (X •Y )•Z
commutes. The diagram
(1.12) XY Z
q
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
Xq // X(Y •Z)
θ−1

q // X • (Y •Z)
α

(XY )•Z
q•Z // (X •Y )•Z
commutes. Indeed, the commutativity of the pentangle follows from (1.11) combined with (1.5);
the triangle commutes: this is the definition of θ. Then we compute that
α ◦ q ◦ θ ◦ q = α ◦ q ◦Xq = q •Z ◦ q,
hence α ◦ q ◦ θ = Z ◦ q, so the rectangle commutes.
Proposition 1.8. If A is left coflat, then !ACA is closed under the tensor product over A.
Proof. Take Y, Z ∈ !ACA. We know from Lemma 1.6 that Y •Z is left coflat. We are left to show
that Y •Z is robust as a left A-module. Take M ∈ C and X ∈ CA and consider the diagram
(1.13) MX(Y •Z)
θ−1

q // (MX)• (Y •Z)
α

(MXY )•Z
(Mq)•Z
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯
q•Z // ((MX)•Y )•Z
θ•Z

MXYZ
MXq
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
q
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦ MqZ //
Mq
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙
MXq
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
M(X •Y )Z
q //
Mq
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯
(M(X •Y ))Z
θ

M((XY )•Z)
Mθ

M(q•Z) // M((X •Y )•Z)
Mα−1

MX(Y •Z)
Mq // M(X • (Y •Z))
Commutativity of the top and bottom triangles and rectangles follows from (1.12). The commu-
tativity of the two remaining triangles follows from the definition of θ, and the commutativity of
the two remaining quadrangles follows from (1.5). We conclude that the whole diagram commutes.
Now let
Θ =Mα−1 ◦ θ ◦ θ•Z ◦ α : (MX)• (Y •Z)→M(X • (Y •Z)).
Θ is an isomorphism, and Θ ◦ q ◦MXq = Mq ◦MXq, so that Θ ◦ q = Mq. It follows from the
(reformulation of) Definition 1.3 that Y •Z is robust as a left A-module. 
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Theorem 1.9. Let A be a left coflat algebra in C. Then we have a monoidal category ( !ACA,⊗A =
•, A, α, λ, ρ). The category CA is a right
!
ACA-category.
Proof. We have shown in Proposition 1.8 that the tensor product over A of two objects in !ACA is
again in !ACA. The associativity constraint α was defined as an application of Proposition 1.7.
The unit constraint follows as an application of Proposition 1.1. (X,µ) and (X •A, q) are both
coequalizers in C (and in ACA) of Xm,µA : XAA → XA, so there exists a unique isomorphism
ρX : X•A→ X in ACA such that ρX ◦ q = µ, with inverse ρ
−1
X = q ◦Xη. In a similar way, we have
a unique isomorphism λX : A•X → X in ACA such that λX ◦ q = ν, with inverse λ
−1
X = q ◦ ηX .
We are left to show that the coherence conditions are satisfied.
Take X,Y, Z, T ∈ !ACA. We have to show that the following diagrams commute.
(1.14) X • (A•Z)
αX,A,Z //
X•λZ &&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
(X •A)•Z
ρX•Zxxrrr
rr
rr
rr
r
X •Z
(1.15) (X •Y )• (Z •T )
αX•Y,Z,T
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
X • (Y • (Z •T ))
αX,Y,Z•T
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
X•αY,Z,T

((X •Y )•Z)•T
X • ((Y •Z)•T )
αX,Y•Z,T // (X • (Y •Z))•T •T
αX,Y,Z
OO
αX,A,Z is the unique morphism that makes the diagram (1.11) commutative. If we can show that
(ρX •Z)
−1 ◦X •λZ has the same property, then it follows that (1.14) commutes. This means that
we have to show that the diagram
XAZ
qZ

Xq // X(A•Z)
q // X • (A•Y )
XλY

(X •A)Z
q // (X •A)•Z
ρX•Y // X •Y
commutes. This is an easy computation:
X •λY ◦ q ◦Xq
(1.5)
= q ◦XλY ◦Xq = q ◦Xν = q ◦ µY = q ◦ ρXY ◦ qY
(1.5)
= ρX •Y ◦ q ◦ qZ.
Now consider the category J ′3, consisting of four objects and six morphisms that are not identities:
xyazt
xmzt

xynt

xayzt
myzt //
xnzt
// xyzt xyzat
xyzn
oo
xymtoo
We define F ′3 : J
′
3 → C in the obvious way: F
′
3(xyazt) = XYAZT , F
′
3(xmzt) = XµZT , etc. The
fourfold tensor product is defined as the colimit of F ′3: ColimF
′
3 = (X •Y •Z •T, q3). Proceeding as
in Proposition 1.7, we can show that
(
X • (Y • (Z •T )), q ◦Xq ◦XY q
)
,
(
(X •Y )• (Z •T ), q ◦ qq
)
,(
((X•Y )•Z)•T, q ◦ qT ◦ qZT
)
,
(
X•((Y •Z)•T ), q ◦Xq ◦XqT
)
and
(
(X•(Y •Z))•T, q ◦ qT ◦XqT
)
are all colimits of F ′3 (and of the corestriction of F
′
3 to ACA). This means that these five cones are
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isomorphic. For example, the isomorphism between the first two cones is the unique morphism that
makes the diagram
XY ZT
XY q //
XY q ))❘❘
❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
XY (Z •T )
=

Xq // X(Y • (Z •T ))
q // X • (Y • (Z •T ))
∃!

XY (Z •T )
q(Z•T ) // (X •Y )(Z •T )
q // (X •Y )• (Z •T )
commutative. Here we used the equality qq = q(Z •T ) ◦XY q. In view of (1.11), this morphism is
αX,Y,Z•T . In a similar way, we can prove that the maps in the diagram (1.15) establish isomorphisms
between the 5 coequalizers above. Therefore the two compositions in the diagram also establish
isomorphisms between coequalizers, hence they are equal, since these isomorphisms are unique.
This tells us that (1.15) commutes. 
A coalgebra C in !ACA is called an A-coring. The category of right C-comodules and right C-colinear
morphisms in CA is denoted by C
C .
2. Entwined modules over cowreaths
A (strict) monoidal category C can be viewed as a 2-category with a single 0-cell, hence we can
consider the 2-categories Mnd(C) [23] and EM(C) [16]. These have the same 0-cells and 1-cells, but
are different at the level of 2-cells. The 0-cells are algebras (or monads) in C. Fix an algebra A in
C and consider the endomorphism categories
T (C)A = TA = Mnd(C)(A,A) and T (C)
#
A = T
#
A = EM(C)(A,A).
The notation T (C)A is taken from [26], where T (C)A appears in a different context, and where it
is called the category of right transfer morphisms through A. TA and T
#
A are (strict) monoidal
categories. A monad in Mnd(C) is called a distributive law [23, Sec. 6] or a factorization structure.
A comonad in Mnd(C) is called a mixed distributive law or an entwining structure [1]. A monad in
EM(C) is called a wreath in C [16], an alternative name suggested in [16] is generalized distributive
law. A comonad in EM(C) was called in [5] a cowreath in C, or a mixed wreath in [25]; we can also
refer to it as a generalized entwining structure.
A cowreath in C consists of an algebra A in C and a coalgebra in T #A . In a similar way, a wreath
in C consists of an algebra A in C and an algebra in T #A . For later use, we spell out the explicit
definition of a cowreath.
2.1. The monoidal categories TA and T
#
A . LetA be an algebra in C. A (right) transfer morphism
through A is a pair X = (X,ψ), with X ∈ C and ψ : XA → AX in C such that ψ ◦ Xm =
Xm ◦Aψ ◦ ψA and ψ ◦Xη = ηX ; in diagrammatic notation
(2.1) ψ =
X A
❡
A X
satisfies (a)
X A A
❡
❡
✡✠
A X
=
X A A
✡✠
❡
A X
and (b)
X
r
❡
A X
=
X
r
A X
.
The categories TA and T
#
A coincide at the level of objects; their objects are right transfer morphisms
through A. A morphism X → Y in TA is a morphism f : X → Y in C such that ψ ◦ fA = Af ◦ ψ.
A morphism X → Y in T #A is a morphism f : X → AY in C such that
(2.2) mY ◦Af ◦ ψ = mY ◦Aψ ◦ fA.
The composition of two morphisms f : X → Y and g : Y → Z in T #A is g • f = mZ ◦Ag ◦ f . The
identity on (X,ψ) is ηX . The tensor product ofX and Y isXY = (XY,ψX ·ψY = ψXY ◦XψY ). The
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tensor product of f : X → X ′ and g : Y → Y ′ in T #A is given by the composition mXY ◦AψY ◦fg.
The unit object is (1, A). TA and T
#
A are strict monoidal categories, and we have a strong monoidal
functor F : TA → T
#
A , which is the identity on objects, and F (f) = ηf , for f : X → Y in TA. If a
morphism in T #A is of the form ηf , with f : X → Y in C, then f is a morphism in TA.
In a similar way we introduce left transfer morphisms through A, consisting of pairs X = (X,ϕ),
with ϕ =
A X
❡
•
X A
: AX → XA. We leave it to the reader to write down the precise definition of the
categories AT and
#
AT . In fact AT = Mnd(C
op)(A,A) and #AT = EM(C
op)(A,A).
The tensor product in AT and
#
AT is given by the formula XY = (XY,ϕX · ϕY = XϕY ◦ ϕXY ).
2.2. Cowreaths. A cowreath (mixed wreath or generalized entwining structure) in C is a triple
(A,X,ψ), where A is an algebra in C, and (X,ψ) is a coalgebra in T #A , which is an object (X,ψ) ∈
T
#
A together with morphisms
δ =
X
A X X
: X → AXX, ǫ =
X
❤ǫ
A
: X → A
in C such that the following relations hold:
(2.3) (a)
X A
❡
❡
✡✠
A X X
=
X A
❡
✡✠
A X X
; (b)
X
✡✠
A X X X
=
X
❡
✡✠
A X X X
(c)
X A
❡
❤ǫ
✡✠
A
=
X A
❤ǫ
✡✠
A
; (d)
X
❤ǫ
✡✠
A X
=
X
r
A X
; (e)
X
❤ǫ
❡
✡✠
A X
=
X
r
A X
.
Conditions (a) and (c) mean that δ and ǫ define morphisms X → XX and X → 1 in T #A . (b) is
the coassociativity of the comultiplication δ and (d) and (e) are the left and right counit property.
2.3. Entwined modules over cowreaths. Let D be a right C-category, and let A be an algebra
in C. Then DA is a right TA-category, see [7, Prop. 4.3]. We will now show that it is also a right
T
#
A -category.
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an algebra in a (strict) monoidal category C, and let D be a (strict)
right C-category. Then DA is a right T
#
A -category. The tensor product of N ∈ DA and X ∈ T
#
A is
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given by the formula N ⋄X = (NX,µNX = µX ◦Nψ). The tensor product of f : N → M in DA
and g : X → Y in T #A is given by the formula f ⋄ g = µY ◦ fg.
Proof. It is an easy exercise left to the reader. A more conceptual proof is the following. As
C acts on the right on D, we can view both as forming a bicategory B with two objects, say 0
and 1, with B(1, 1) = C, B(1, 0) = D and B(0, 0) = 1. For A an algebra in C, (1, A) can be
regarded as an object of EM(B), and we have that EM(C)(A,A) = EM(B)((1, A), (1, A)) and
DA = EM(B)((0, 1), (1, A)). Thus the above action of T
#
A on DA is just the composition functor
in EM(B). 
Proposition 2.1 justifies the following definition.
Definition 2.2. Let (A,X,ψ) be a cowreath in C. An entwined module in D over (A,X,ψ) is a
right (X,ψ)-comodule in DA.
An entwined module over (A,X,ψ) consists of an object M ∈ DA and a morphism ρ : M → MX
in DA satisfying
ρX ◦ ρ = µXX ◦Mδ ◦ ρ;(2.4)
µ ◦Mǫ ◦ ρ =M.(2.5)
(2.4) is the coassociativity of the coaction, and (2.5) is the counit property. The fact that ρ is right
A-linear is expressed by the formula
(2.6) ρ ◦ µ = µX ◦Mψ ◦ ρA.
A mixed distributive law (or entwining structure) (A,X,ψ) can be considered as a cowreath (or
generalized entwining structure): take δ = η∆ and ǫ = ηε. It is easy to see that entwined modules
over (A,X,ψ) considered as a mixed distributive law coincide with entwined modules over (A,X,ψ)
considered as a monoidal cowreath.
A morphism between two entwined modules M and N is a right A-linear morphism f : M → N
such that fX ◦ ρ = ρ ◦ f . The category of entwined modules in DA over (X,ψ, δ, ǫ) will be denoted
as D(ψ)XA .
3. Wreaths, wreath product algebras and duality
3.1. Duality between left and right transfer morphisms.
Theorem 3.1. Let A be an algebra in a (strict) monoidal category C. Take X ∈ TA, and assume
that X ⊣ Y in C. Consider
(3.1) ψ = ϕ = Y Ad ◦ Y ψY ◦ bAY =
A Y
☛✟
❡
✡✠
Y A
: AY → Y A.
Then (Y, ϕ) ∈ AT . If C has right duality, then we have strong monoidal functors
∗(−) : T #A →
#
AT
oprev and ∗(−) : TA → AT
oprev.
Proof. We first compute that
A A Y
❡
•
❡
•
✡✠
A Y
(3.1)
=
A A Y
☛✟ ☛✟
❡ ❡
✡✠ ✡✠
✡✠
Y A
(1.1)
=
A A Y
☛✟
❡
❡
✡✠✡✠
Y A
(2.1.a)
=
A A Y
☛✟✡✠
❡
✡✠
Y A
(3.1)
=
A A Y
✡✠
❡
•
Y A
.
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It follows immediately from (1.1, 2.1) that ϕ ◦ ηY = Y η, hence (Y, ϕ) ∈ AT .
ϕ is independent of the choice of the right adjoint Y of X in the following sense. If (X,Y, b′, d′) is
another adjunction, leading to ϕ′ : AY ′ → Y ′A, then it follows from (1.2). that
(3.2) λA ◦ ϕ = ϕ′ ◦Aλ,
where λ = Y ′d ◦ b′Y : Y → Y ′.
Let (X,ψ), (X ′, ψ′) ∈ TA, X ⊣ Y and X
′ ⊣ Y ′. For f : X → X ′ in T #A ,
(3.3) g = Y Ad′ ◦ Y fY ′ ◦ bY ′ : Y ′ → Y A
is a morphism g : Y ′ → Y in #AT .
Assuming that C has right duality, and fixing a right dual ∗X for every X ∈ C, we obtain a functor
∗(−) : T #A →
#
AT
op, putting ∗(X,ψ) = (∗X,ϕ) and ∗f = g. We leave it to the reader to verify that
∗(f ′ • f) = ∗f • ∗f ′ and ∗Id(X,ψ) = Id(∗X,ϕ).
Let us finally show that ∗(−) is strong monoidal. It suffices to show that, forX,X ′ ∈ TA, ϕ2(X,X
′) :
∗(XX ′) → ∗X ′∗X defines an isomorphism (∗(XX ′), ψ · ψ′) → (∗X ′∗X,ϕ′ · ϕ) in AT , and, a fortiori,
in #AT . We have X ⊣ Y =
∗X , X ′ ⊣ Y ′ = ∗X ′ and XX ′ ⊣ Y ′Y , and we claim that ϕ′ · ϕ = ψ · ψ′.
To this end it suffices to observe that the following diagram commutes.
AY ′Y
b′AY ′Y

ϕ′·ϕ
""
ψ·ψ′
66
Y ′X ′AY ′Y
Y ′bX′AY ′Y

Y ′ψ′Y ′Y // Y ′AX ′Y ′Y
Y ′bAX′Y ′Y

Y ′Y XX ′AY ′Y
Y ′YXψ′Y ′Y // Y ′Y XAX ′Y ′Y
Y ′Y ψX′Y ′Y

Y ′YXAd′Y // Y ′Y XAY
Y ′Y ψY

Y ′Y AXX ′Y ′Y
Y ′Y AXd′Y // Y ′Y AXY
Y ′Y Ad // Y ′Y A
Combining this formula with (3.2), we find that the diagram
A∗(XX ′)
ψ·ψ′ //
Aϕ2(X,X
′)

∗(XX ′)A
ϕ2(X,X
′)A

A∗X ′∗X
ϕ′·ϕ // ∗X ′∗XA
commutes, which is precisely what we need. 
3.2. Factorization structures.
Definition 3.2. Let C be a (strict) monoidal category. A left wreath (or left generalized factor-
ization structure) in C is a triple (A,X,ψ), where A is an algebra in C, and (X,ψ) is an algebra in
T
#
A . A right wreath is a triple (A, Y, ϕ), where A is an algebra in C and (Y, ϕ) is an algebra in
#
AT .
Explicitly, a right wreath is a triple (A, Y, ϕ), where A is an algebra in C, and (Y, ϕ) ∈ #AT , together
with morphisms
mY =
Y Y
Y A
: Y Y → Y A and ηY =
1
Y A
: 1→ Y A
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in C such that
(a)
A Y Y
❡
•
✡✠
Y A
=
A Y Y
❡
•
❡
•
✡✠
Y A
, (b)
Y Y Y
❡
•
✡✠
Y A
=
Y Y Y
✡✠
Y A
,
(3.4)
(c)
A
✡✠
Y A
=
A
❡
•
✡✠
Y A
, (d)
Y
❡
•
✡✠
Y A
=
Y
r
Y A
, (e)
Y
✡✠
Y A
=
Y
r
Y A
.
mA and ηA are the multiplication and unit of the algebra (Y, ϕ). (a) and (c) express the fact that
mA : Y Y → Y and ηA : 1→ Y are morphisms in
#
AT ; (b) is the associativity and (d) and (e) are
the unit conditions.
If (A, Y, ϕ) is a right wreath, then Y A is an algebra in C with multiplication
m# =
Y A Y A
❡
✡✠
✡✠
Y A
and unit η# = ηY : 1→ Y A, see for example [5]. In the literature, this algebra is called the wreath
product or generalized smash product, and is denoted as Y#ϕA.
If F : C → D is strong monoidal, and C is a coalgebra in C, then F (C) is a coalgebra in D with
comultiplication and counit given by the formulas
(3.5) ∆F (C) = ϕ
−1
2 (C,C) ◦ F (∆) ; εF (C) = ϕ
−1
0 ◦ F (ε).
Let (A,X,ψ) be a cowreath, and assume that X ⊣ Y = ∗X in C. Then (X,ψ) is a coalgebra in
T
#
A , and (Y, ϕ) is coalgebra in
#
AT
oprev, by Theorem 3.1, and therefore an algebra in #AT , so that
(A, Y, ϕ) is a right wreath. We compute the multiplication and unit using (3.3), with f : X → X ′
in T #A replaced by δ : X → XX and ǫ : X → 1. We find that
mY = Y Ad
2
◦ Y δY Y ◦ bY Y : Y Y → Y A and ηY = Y ǫ ◦ b.
This proves the first part of Proposition 3.3. The proof of the second part is similar and is left to
the reader. Note also that a different proof can be given by using the techniques used in [25].
Proposition 3.3. Let C be a (strict) monoidal category.
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(i) If (A,X,ψ) is a cowreath and X ⊣ Y in C, then (A, Y, ϕ), with ϕ given by (3.1), is a right
wreath, with multiplication mY and unit ηY given by the formulas
mY =
Y Y
☛✟
✡✠
✡✠
Y A
and ηY =
1
☛✟
❤ǫ
Y A
.
The wreath product Y A is an algebra in C, with structure maps
(3.6) m# =
Y A Y A
☛✟
✡✠
❡
✡✠✡✠
✡✠
Y A
and η# =
1
☛✟
❤ǫ
Y A
.
(ii) If (A,X,ψ) is a left wreath then (A, Y, ϕ) is a left cowreath (a coalgebra in #AT ), with comulti-
plication and counit given by the formulas
δ =
Y
☛✟
☛✟
✡✠
Y Y A
and ǫ =
Y
✡✠
A
.
3.3. Modules versus entwined modules. Theorem 3.4 is the main result of this Subsection. It
is a generalization of [14, Cor. 6.3] and its proof follows from Proposition 3.3 and an old result of
Eilenberg-Moore recalled in Section 1 of the paper [23]. This is why we only define the functors
that provide the desired isomorphism of categories, leaving the details to the reader.
Take M ∈ D(ψ)XA . The coaction ρ : M → MX is right A-linear, and satisfies (2.4) and (2.5). In
diagrammatic notation, these conditions take the form
(3.7)
M A
✏
P
M C
=
M A
P
❡
✏
M C
,
M
P
P
M X X
=
M
P
✏
M X X
and
M
P
❤ǫ
✏
M
=
M
M
.
Theorem 3.4. Let A be an algebra in a (strict) monoidal category C, let D be a right C-category
and let (A,X,ψ) be a cowreath in C. If X ⊣ Y in C then the categories D(ψ)XA and DY A are
isomorphic.
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Proof. We have a functor F : D(ψ)XA → DY A. For M ∈ D(ψ)
X
A , F (M) =M ∈ CY A via
(3.8) µ =
M Y A
P
✡✠
✏
M
.
We cal also define a functor G : DY A → D(ψ)
X
A . G(M) =M ∈ D(ψ)
X
A via
(3.9) µ =
M A
✏
M
=
M A
☛✟
❤ǫ
✡✠
M
and ρ =
M
P
M X
=
M
☛✟
r
M X
.
It can be seen easily that the functors F and G are inverses, and this completes the proof. 
4. Frobenius functors versus Frobenius coalgebras
4.1. Frobenius functors. Throughout this Section (A,X,ψ) is a cowreath in a (strict) monoidal
category C. Recall that a Frobenius functor is a functor that has a right adjoint which is also a left
adjoint. The aim of this Section is to investigate when the forgetful functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA is
Frobenius. Lemma 4.1 tells us that F always has a right adjoint G, so that our problem reduces to
examining whether G is a left adjoint of F .
Lemma 4.1. Let D be a right C-category. The forgetful functor F has a right adjoint G : DA →
D(ψ)XA , defined as follows: G(N) = NX is an object of D(ψ)
X
A via
µ =
N X A
❡
✏
N X
and ρ =
N X
✏
N X X
.
Proof. The unit and the counit of the adjunction are given by the formulas, ηM = ρ : M →
GF (M) =MX and εN = µ ◦Nǫ : FG(N) = NX → N , for all M ∈ D(ψ)
X
A and N ∈ DA. 
4.2. Frobenius coalgebras. The notion of Frobenius algebra in a monoidal category (as intro-
duced in [24], see also [8, Def. 4.1]) can be dualized: a coalgebra in a monoidal category is Frobenius
if and only if the corresponding algebra in the opposite category is Frobenius. This leads to the
following definition.
Definition 4.2. A coalgebra C in C is called Frobenius if there exists a Frobenius system (t, B)
consisting of morphisms t : 1 → C (the Frobenius element) and B : CC → 1 (the Casimir
morphism) in C such that
(4.1) (a)
C C
☛✟
B
C
=
C C
☛✟
B
C
, (b)
C
❤t
B
1
= εC =
C
❤t
B
1
.
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Remark 4.3. Several equivalent characterizations of a Frobenius algebra are known, see for example
[8, Theorem 5.1]. Now a Frobenius coalgebra is a Frobenius algebra in the opposite category, and
this leads to the following equivalent characterizations of a Frobenius coalgebra.
(i) There is an adjunction C ⊣ A, and C is isomorphic to A as a right A-module. Recall from
(1.3-1.4) that A is an algebra, and that C is a right A-module.
(ii) There is an adjunction A′ ⊣ C and C is isomorphic to A′ as a left A′-module.
(iii) C is an algebra in C with C-bicolinear multiplication.
(iv) There is an adjunction A′ ⊣ C and there exists a balanced right non-degenerate morphism
Br : CC → 1 in C. This means that CBr ◦ ∆C = BrC ◦ C∆C (balanced) and that
ΦBr = BrA
′ ◦ Cb : C → A′ is an isomorphism (non-degenerate).
(v) There is an adjunction C ⊣ A and there exists a balanced left non-degenerate morphism
Bl : CC → 1 in C. The fact that Bl is left non-degenerate means that ΨBl = ABl ◦ b
′C :
C → A is an isomorphism.
(vi) There is an adjunction (b, d) : C ⊣ C such that C∆ ◦ b = ∆C ◦ b.
(vii) There is an adjunction (b, d) : C ⊣ C such that b = ∆ ◦ t, for some t : 1→ C in C.
A Frobenius coalgebra C is also a Frobenius algebra (and vice versa), with multiplication m =
CB ◦∆C = BC ◦ C∆, unit η = t, and Frobenius system (ε,∆ ◦ η).
Specializing Definition 4.2 to coalgebras in T #A , we obtain the following result.
Lemma 4.4. A coalgebra (X,ψ) in T #A is Frobenius if and only if there exist morphisms t : 1→ AX
and B : XX → A in C such that
(4.2) (a)
A
t
✡✠
A X
=
A
t
❡
✡✠
A X
; (b)
X X A
B
✡✠
A
=
X X A
❡
❡
B
✡✠
A
;
(c)
X X
δ
B
❡
✡✠
A X
=
X X
δ
❡
B
✡✠
A X
; (d)
X
t
B
✡✠
A
= ǫ =
X
t
❡
B
✡✠
A
.
Proof. This is basically a reformulation of Definition 4.2 in the special case where C = T #A . (a) and
(b) express the fact that t and B are morphisms in T #A , and (c) and (d) are a reformulation of (a)
and (b) in (4.1). We leave the verification of the details to the reader. 
4.3. Natural transformations, Frobenius elements and Casimir morphisms.
Definition 4.5. [8, Def. 3.1] An object P in a monoidal category C is called a left ⊗-generator if
the following condition is satisfied: if f, g : Y Z →W are morphisms in C such that f ◦hZ = g ◦hZ
for all h : P → Y in C, then f = g.
It is easy to see that a left ⊗-generator is a generator in the classical sense. If 1 is a left ⊗-
generator for C, then C is a Frobenius coalgebra if and only if the forgetful functor CC → C is
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Frobenius. In Theorem 4.8, we will prove the following result: under the hypothesis that 1 is a
left ⊗-generator in C, the forgetful functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA is Frobenius if and only if (X,ψ) is a
Frobenius coalgebra in T #A . We have to determine when G is a left adjoint of F , and to this end
we have to investigate natural transformations θ : IdCA → FG and ϑ : GF → IdC(ψ)C
A
. We show
that these natural transformations correspond to Frobenius elements (Proposition 4.6) and Casimir
morphisms (Proposition 4.7). We recall from Lemma 1.2 that, for N ∈ CA, we have an isomorphism
α : CA(A,N)→ C(1, N), α(h) = h, with h = h ◦ η and h = µ ◦ hA.
Proposition 4.6. Let (A,X,ψ) be a cowreath in C. If 1 is a left ⊗-generator for C, then we have
an isomorphism Nat(IdCA , FG)
∼= T
#
A (1, X).
Proof. Consider a natural transformation θ : IdCA → FG. We claim that t = α(θA) = θA ◦ η :
1 → AX is a morphism 1 → X in T #A . Take h ∈ C(1, A). From the naturality of θ, it follows that
θA ◦ h = hX ◦ θA, hence
mX ◦At ◦ h = mX ◦ hAX ◦ t = hX ◦ θA ◦ η = θA ◦ h ◦ η = θA ◦m ◦Aη ◦ h = θA ◦ h,
so that
(4.3) mX ◦At = θA,
since 1 is a left ⊗-generator. Using the right A-linearity of θA, we find that
θA = θA ◦m ◦ ηA = mX ◦Aψ ◦ θAA ◦ ηA = mX ◦Aψ ◦ tA.
It follows that θA = mX◦At = mX◦Aψ◦tA, which is precisely (4.2.a), expressing that t ∈ T
#
A (1, X).
Our next aim is to show that θ is completely determined by t. θA is given by (4.3). Take N ∈ CA
and h : 1→ N in C. Then
θN ◦ µ ◦ hA = θN ◦ h
(∗)
=ghX ◦ θA = µX ◦ hAX ◦ θA = µX ◦NθA ◦ hA.
At (∗), we used the naturality of θ. From the fact that 1 is a left ⊗-generator, it follows that
θN ◦ µ = µX ◦NθA (4.2.a) and θN = θN ◦ µ ◦Nη = µX ◦NθA ◦Nη = µX ◦Nt. We conclude that
(4.4) θN = µX ◦Nt
is completely determined by t.
Finally, for t ∈ T #A (1, X), we define θ using (4.4). We show that θN is right A-linear, for all N ∈ CA.
µNX ◦ θNA
(4.4)
= µX ◦Nψ ◦ µXA ◦NtA = µX ◦ µAX ◦NAψ ◦NtA
(x)
= µX ◦NmX ◦NAψ ◦NtA
(y)
=µX ◦NmX ◦NAt
(x)
= µX ◦ µAX ◦NAt = µX ◦Nt ◦ µ
(4.4)
= θN ◦ µ.
At (x) we used the associativity of µ, and at (y), we used the fact that t ∈ T #A (1, X). 
Proposition 4.7. Let (A,X,ψ) be a cowreath in C. If 1 is a left ⊗-generator for C, then we have
a bijective correspondence between Nat(GF, IdC(ψ)X
A
) and the set of Casimir morphisms for (X,ψ),
that is the subset of T #A (XX, 1) consisting of morphisms B : XX → A satisfying (4.2.c).
Proof. Consider a natural transformation ϑ : GF → IdC(ψ)X
A
, and take N ∈ CA. Then G(X) = NX
is an entwined module, and for all h ∈ C(1, N), we have that
ϑNX ◦ hXX = ϑAX ◦ hXX ◦ ηXX
(a)
=hX ◦ ϑAX ◦ ηXX
= µX ◦ hAX ◦ ϑAX ◦ ηXX = µX ◦NϑAX ◦ hAXX ◦ ηXX
= µX ◦NϑAX ◦NηXX ◦ hXX.
At (a), we used the naturality of ϑ. Let ζ = ϑAX ◦ ηXX . From the fact that 1 is a left ⊗-generator
for C, it follows that
(4.5) ϑNX = µX ◦Nζ.
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For an entwined module M , the coaction ρ : M → MX is a morphism of entwined modules, and
it follows from the naturality of ϑ that
(4.6) ρ ◦ ϑM = ϑMX ◦ ρX.
This enables us to compute that
ϑM
(2.5)
= µ ◦Mǫ ◦ ρ ◦ ϑM
(4.5,4.6)
= µ ◦Mǫ ◦ µX ◦Mζ ◦ ρX
= µ ◦Mm ◦MAǫ ◦Mζ ◦ ρX = µ ◦MB ◦ ρX,(4.7)
with
(4.8) B = m ◦Aǫ ◦ ζ = m ◦Aǫ ◦ ϑAX ◦ ηXX : XX → A.
This shows that ϑ is completely determined by B.
We claim that B ∈ T #A (XX, 1). To this end, we need to show that (4.2.b) holds, that is,
(4.9) m2 ◦AǫA ◦ ϑAXA ◦ ηXXA = m ◦Aǫ ◦mX ◦AϑAX ◦AηXX ◦ ψ
2.
Observe that
mX ◦AϑAX ◦AηXX = ϑAX ◦mXX ◦AηXX = ϑAX = ϑAX ◦mXX ◦ ηAXX,
so that the right hand side of (4.9) equals m ◦ Aǫ ◦mX ◦ AϑAX ◦ ηAXX ◦ ψ
2. (4.9) then follows
from the commutativity of the diagram
XXA
ηXXA//
ψ2

AXXA
Aψ2

ϑAXA // AXA
Aψ //
AǫA
((
AAX
mX

AAǫ // AAA
mA

AXX
ηAXX// AAXX
mXX // AXX
ϑAX // AX
Aǫ // AA
The commutativity of the two squares is obvious, and the commutativity of the rectangle in the
middle follows from the right A-linearity of ϑAX . It follows from (2.3) that AAǫ ◦Aψ = AǫA.
Our next step is to show that B as defined in (4.8) satisfies (4.2.c), or
(4.10) mX ◦Aψ ◦AXm ◦AXAǫ ◦AXζ ◦ δX = m2X ◦AAǫX ◦AζX ◦ ψXX ◦Xδ.
We will show that the two sides of (4.10) are equal to ζ. First
ζ = ϑAX ◦ ηXX
(4.7)
= mX ◦Aψ ◦AXm ◦AXAǫ ◦AXζ ◦mXXX ◦AδX ◦ ηXX
= mX ◦Aψ ◦AXm ◦AXAǫ ◦AXζ ◦mXXX ◦ ηAXXX ◦ δX
= mX ◦Aψ ◦AXm ◦AXAǫ ◦AXζ ◦ δX,
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the left hand side of (4.10). The diagram below is commutative.
XX
ηXX

Xδ // XAXX
ψXX // AXXX
ηAX3

=
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
AXX
AXδ//
θAX &&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
AXAXX
AψX2 // AAXXX
mX3 // AXXX
ϑAXX

AζX
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
AX
Aδ //
AηX
❃
❃
❃
❃❃
❃
❃❃
❃
❃❃
❃
❃
❃❃
❃
❃ AAXX
AAǫX

mX2 // AXX
AǫX

AAXX
mX2oo
AAǫX

AAAX
AmX

mAX // AAX
mX

AAAX
mAXoo
m2Xxxqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
AAX
mX // AX
The septangle in the middle commutes because θAX preserves the right X-coaction. The commu-
tativity of all the other parts of the diagram is obvious. It follows from the commutativity of the
diagram that ζ = mX ◦AηX ◦ ϑAX ◦ ηXX is equal to the right hand side of (4.10).
Finally, for B ∈ T #A (XX, 1) satisfying (4.2.c), we define ϑ using the formula
(4.11) ϑM = µ ◦MB ◦ ρX : MX →M,
for any entwined module M . It is left to the reader to show that ϑM is a morphism of entwined
modules, and that ϑ is natural in M . 
4.4. Frobenius functors and Frobenius systems.
Theorem 4.8. Let (A,X,ψ) be a cowreath in C. If 1 is a left ⊗-generator for C, then the forgetful
functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA is Frobenius if and only if (X,ψ) is a Frobenius coalgebra in T
#
A .
Proof. Let F ⊣ G be the adjunction described in Lemma 4.1. The functor F is Frobenius if and only
if G ⊣ F , and this is equivalent to the existence of θ ∈ Nat(IdCA , FG) and ϑ ∈ Nat(GF, IdC(ψ)X
A
)
such that F (ϑM ) ◦ θF (M) = F (M) and ϑG(N) ◦GθN = G(N), for all M ∈ C(ψ)
C
A and N ∈ CA.
Fix θ ∈ Nat(IdCA , FG) and ϑ ∈ Nat(GF, IdC(ψ)X
A
), and let t ∈ T #A (1, X) and B ∈ T
#
A (XX, 1)
be the Frobenius element and the Casimir morphism corresponding to θ and ϑ, see Propositions
4.6 and 4.7. (t, B) is a Frobenius system if and only if (4.2.d) holds, which comes down to the
following: f = g = ǫ, where f = m ◦AB ◦ ψX ◦Xt and g = m ◦AB ◦ tX . It is easy to verify that
fM = F (ϑM ) ◦ θF (M) = µ ◦MB ◦ ρX ◦ µX ◦Mt, the composition in the top row of the diagram
M
ρ

Mt //
fM
++MAX
ρAX

µX // MX
ρX // MXX
MB // MA
µ // M
MX
MXt//
Mf
22MXAX
MψX //MAXX
µXX
OO
MAB // MAA
µA
OO
Mm // MA
µ
OO
The pentangle in the diagram commutes by (2.6). The right square commutes by the associativity
of µ, and the commutativity of the two other squares is obvious. We conclude that the diagram
commutes.
If f = ǫ, then it follows that F (ϑM ) ◦ θF (M) = fM = µ ◦Mǫ ◦ ρ
(2.5)
= M .
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Conversely, if fM = M , for every entwined module M , in particular, fAX = AX . From the
commutativity of the above diagram, it follows that µAX ◦ AXf ◦ ρAX = AX . Using the unit
property of A, we find that
(4.12) m ◦Aǫ ◦ ηX = m ◦ ηA ◦ ǫ = ǫ.
Then we compute that
ǫ = m ◦Aǫ ◦ µAX ◦AXf ◦ ρAX ◦ ηX
= m ◦Aǫ ◦mX ◦Aψ ◦AXf ◦mXX ◦Aδ ◦ ηX
= m ◦mA ◦AAǫ ◦Aψ ◦AXf ◦ δ
(2.3.c)
= m ◦mA ◦AǫA ◦AXf ◦ δ
= m ◦Af ◦mX ◦AǫX ◦ δ
(2.3.d)
= M ◦Af ◦ ηX = m ◦ ηA ◦ f = f.
We conclude that f = ǫ if and only if F (ϑM )◦ θF (M) = F (M), for all M ∈ C(ψ)
X
A . In a similar way,
we show that g = ǫ if and only if gN = ϑG(N) ◦GθN ) = G(N), for all N ∈ CA.
gN = µX ◦Nψ ◦NXB ◦ µXXX ◦NδX ◦ µXX ◦NtN,
and some (complicated) diagram chasing arguments using (4.2.a-c) show that
(4.13) gN = µX ◦NµX ◦NAgX ◦Nδ.
If g = ǫ, then it follows that gN = µX ◦NµX ◦NAǫX ◦Nδ
(2.3.d)
= µX ◦NηX = NX .
The converse implication is more subtle. The tensor product in T #A of t ∈ T
#
A (1, X) and the
identity ηX ∈ T #A (X,X) is tX ∈ T
#
A (X,XX). The composition in T
#
A of tX ∈ T
#
A (X,XX) and
B ∈ T
#
A (XX, 1) is then precisely g ∈ T
#
A (X, 1), see Section 2. We conclude that g is a morphism
in T #A (X, 1), so that it follows from (2.2) that
(4.14) m ◦Ag ◦ ψ = m ◦ gA.
If gA = AX , then it follows that
ǫ
(4.12)
= m ◦Aǫ ◦ ηX = m ◦Aǫ ◦AX ◦ ηX
(4.13)
= m ◦Aǫ ◦m2X ◦AAgX ◦Aδ ◦ ηX
= m ◦Am ◦AgA ◦AXǫ ◦ δ
(4.14)
= m ◦Am ◦AAg ◦Aψ ◦AXǫ ◦ δ
= m ◦mA ◦AAg ◦Aψ ◦AXǫ ◦ δ = m ◦Ag ◦mX ◦Aψ ◦AXǫ ◦ δ
(2.3.e)
= m ◦Ag ◦ ηX = m ◦ ηA ◦ g = g.

5. Frobenius coalgebras versus Frobenius corings
Throughout this Section, C is a (strict) monoidal category with coequalizers, and A is a left coflat
algebra in C. !T #A is the full subcategory of T
#
A consisting of right transfer morphisms (X,ψ) with
X left coflat in in C.
Lemma 5.1. We have a fully faithful strong monoidal functor H : !T #A →
!
ACA.
Proof. Take (X,ψ) ∈ !T #A . It follows from Proposition 1.4 that AX is robust as a left A-module;
AX is left coflat since A and X are left coflat. AX is an A-bimodule, with left A-action ν = mX
and right A-action µ = mX ◦Aψ. We conclude that AX ∈ !ACA, and we define H(X,ψ) = AX .
Let f : X → Y in !T #A , and define H(f) = mY ◦ Af . It is clear that Hf is left A-linear, and the
right A-linearity follows from (2.2). H : !T #A (X,Y ) →
!
ACA(AX,AY ) is bijective. The inverse of
f : AX → AY is H−1(f) = f ◦ ηf . Thus H is a fully faithful functor; the monoidal structure is the
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following: ϕ0 = A : A→ H(1) = A, and ϕ2(X,Y ) : AX •AY → AXY is the unique isomorphism
of coequalizers, see Proposition 1.1. 
In fact, if we make the identification of coequalizers (AX •AY, q) = (AXY, µAXY ), then H becomes
strictly monoidal. It follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 that there exists a bijective correspon-
dence between coalgebra structures on (X,ψ) ∈ !T #A and A-coring structures on AX . Moreover,
Frobenius systems on (A,ψ) correspond bijectively to Frobenius systems on AX , and the following
result follows.
Theorem 5.2. With notation and assumptions as above, (X,ψ) is a Frobenius coalgebra in T #A if
and only if C = AX is a Frobenius A-coring, i.e. a Frobenius coalgebra in !ACA.
Combining Theorems 4.8 and 5.2, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.3. Assume that 1 is a left ⊗-generator for C. Let A be a left coflat algebra in C, and
take (X,ψ) ∈ !T #A . Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The forgetful functor U : CAX → CA is Frobenius;
(ii) AX is a Frobenius A-coring.
Proof. From [5, Theorem 4.8] we know that the categories CC and C(ψ)XA are isomorphic. Thus U is
a Frobenius functor if and only if the forgetful functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA is Frobenius. Since 1 is a left
⊗-generator for C, it follows from Theorem 4.8 that F is Frobenius if and only if (X,ψ) is a Frobenius
coalgebra in T #A , and this is equivalent to AX being a Frobenius A-coring, by Theorem 5.2. 
Another immediate corollary of Lemma 5.1 is the following. If (X,ψ) has a right adjoint in !T #A ,
then AX has a right adjoint in !ACA. In particular, if (X,ψ) is a Frobenius coalgebra in
!T
#
A , then
it is selfadjoint, and AX is selfadjoint in !ACA. Proposition 5.4 is a result of the same type, but with
a more complicated proof. Take (X,ψ) ∈ !T #A . If X has a right adjoint Y in C, then (Y, ϕ) ∈
#
AT ,
and Y A is an A-bimodule.
Proposition 5.4. With notation as above, we assume that Y A ∈ !ACA. Then AX ⊣ Y A in
!
ACA.
Proof. We have an adjunction (X,Y, b, d) in C. Recall that b : 1→ Y X , d : XY → 1.
B = Y ψ ◦ bA : A→ Y AX = Y A •AX and m ◦AdA : AXYA→ A
are morphisms of A-bimodules. Let D be the unique morphism of A-bimodules that makes the
following diagram commutative:
(5.1) AXAY A
µY A
//
AXν // AXYA
AdA

q // AX • Y A
∃!D

AA
m // A
Applying Propositions 1.1 and 1.7, we have isomorphisms of colimits
(5.2) (AX • Y A •AX, q2) ∼= (AX • Y AX, q ◦AXYmX) ∼= ((AX • Y A)X,µAX•Y A ◦ qAX).
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Consider the diagram
(5.3) AXA
AXB

q // AX •A
AX•B

AXYAAX
=

AXYmX // AXY AX
q // AX • Y AX
∼=

δ
vv
AXYAAX
AdAAY

qAX // (AX • Y A)AX
DAX

µX // (AX • Y A)X
D•AX

AAAX
mAX // AAX
mX // AX
The commutativity of top and bottom right squares follows from (1.5); the commutativity of the
rectangle in the middle follows from (5.2); the commutativity of the bottom left square follows from
the definition of D. We conclude that the diagram commutes. Let δ be the composition of D •AX
and the isomorphism AX • Y AX ∼= (AX • Y A)X , as indicated in the diagram, and consider the
diagram
(5.4) AXYAAX
AdAAX

AXYmX // AXYAX
Ad′AX

q // AX • Y AX
δ

AAAX
AmX // AAX
mX // AX
δ ◦ q ◦AXYmX
(5.3)
= mX ◦mAX ◦AdAAY = mX ◦AmX ◦AdAAY = mX ◦AdAX ◦AXYmY.
We used the associativity of m and the fact that the left square in (5.4) commutes. It follows that
δ ◦ q = mX ◦AdAX , since (AXYAX,AXYmX) is a coequalizer, see Proposition 1.1. We conclude
that the diagram (5.4) commutes. We therefore have commutative diagrams
AXA
AXB

q // AX •A
AX•B

AXYAX
AdAX

q // AX • Y AX
δ

AAX
mX // AX
and AXA
µAX
((❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
q // AX •A
∼=

AX
Now
mX ◦AdAX ◦AXB = mX ◦AdAX ◦AXY ψ ◦AXbA = mX ◦Aψ ◦AdXA ◦AXbA = µAX .
Since (AX • A, q) is a coequalizer, we conclude that δ ◦ (AX • B) is the canonical isomorphism
AX •A ∼= AX , as needed.
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In a similar way, the diagram commutes
AY A
BYA

q // A • Y A
B•Y A

Y AAXY A
=

Y mXYA // Y AXY A
q // Y AX • Y A
∼=

δ′
vv
Y AAXY A
Y AAdA

Y Aq // Y A(AX • Y A)
Y AD

Y ν // Y (AX • Y A)
Y A•D

Y AAA
Y Am // Y AA
Ym // Y A
Then we consider the diagram
Y AAXY A
Y AAdA

YmXY A // Y AXY A
Y AdA

q // Y AX • Y A
δ

Y AAA
YmA // Y AA
Ym // Y A
We compute that
δ ◦ q ◦ Y mXYA = Y m ◦ Y Am ◦ Y AAdA = Y m ◦ Y mA ◦ Y AAdA = Y m ◦ Y AdA ◦ Y mXY A,
and conclude that δ ◦ q = Y m ◦ Y AdA, so that we have the commutative diagrams
AY A
BYA

q // A • Y A
B•Y A

Y AXY A
Y AdA

q // Y AX • Y A
δ′

Y AA
Y m // Y A
and AY A
νY A
((❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
q // A • Y A
∼=

Y A
Now
Y m ◦ Y AdA ◦BY A = Y m ◦ Y AdA ◦ Y ψY A ◦ bAY A = νY A,
and we conclude that δ′◦B•Y A is the canonical isomorphism Y •Y A ∼= Y A, finishing the proof. 
In the setting of Proposition 5.4, assume moreover that (X,ψ) is a coalgebra in !T #A . It follows
from Lemma 5.1 that AX is an A-coring; we know from Proposition 5.4 that AX ⊣ Y A in !ACA,
hence Y A is an A-ring, with structure given by (1.3). The structure maps are denoted as mY A :
Y A • Y A = Y Y A→ Y A and ηA : A→ Y A.
We have seen in Proposition 3.3 that (A, Y, ϕ) is a right wreath, and we can consider the wreath
product Y A = Y#ϕA, which is an algebra in C. As in Proposition 3.3, the multiplication and the
unit are denoted as m# : Y AY A→ Y A and η# : 1→ Y A.
AX is an entwined module, and therefore a right Y A-module in C, with right Y A-action µ :
AXY A→ AX given by (3.8). Since AX ⊣ Y A in !ACA, AX is also a right Y A-module in
!
ACA, with
right Y A-action µ˜ : AX • Y A→ AX given by (1.4).
In Proposition 5.5 we investigate the relation between these two sets of structures.
Proposition 5.5. With notation as above, m# = mY A ◦ Y νY A, η# = ηY A ◦ η and µ = µ˜ ◦ q.
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Proof. According to (1.3), mY A = Y A • D
2 ◦ Y∆ • Y Y A ◦ B • Y Y A, where ∆ = mX ◦ Aδ :
AX → AX •AX = AXX is the comultiplication on AX . Consider the commutative diagram
AY Y A
BY Y A

νY Y A // Y Y A = A • Y Y A
B•Y Y A

Y AXY Y A
Y∆Y Y A

q // Y AX • Y Y A
Y∆•Y Y A

Y AXXY Y A
Y Ad2A

q // Y AXX • Y Y A
Y A•D2

Y AA
Ym // Y A •A = Y A
mY A is the unique morphism such that mY A ◦ νY Y A = f , where f is southwestern composition
f = Y m ◦ Y Ad2A ◦ Y∆Y Y A ◦ BY Y A in the diagram. We have to show that the triangle in the
diagram
AY AY A
νY AY A

AY νY A // AY Y A
νY Y A

f
yy
Y AY A
νY A //
m#
))❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙ Y Y A
mY A

Y A
commutes. Since (Y AY A, νY AY A) is a coequalizer, and since the rectangle in the diagram com-
mutes, it suffices to show that
(5.5) m# ◦ νY AY A = f ◦AY νY A.
The fact that δ : X → AXX defines a morphism in T #A is expressed by the formula
mXX ◦Aδ ◦ ψ = mXX ◦AψX ◦AXψ ◦ δA = µAAX ◦ δA.
Using this formula and the definition of B, we can show that f ◦AY νY A = g1 ◦ g, with
g1 = Y m ◦ Y Ad
2A ◦ Y µAXXY νY A : Y AXXAY AY A→ Y A;
g = Y δAY AY A ◦ bAY AY A : AY AY → Y AXXAYAY A.
Using (3.6), we compute that m# ◦ νY AY A = g2 ◦ g, with
g2 = Ym
2
◦ Y AAdA ◦ Y ψY A ◦ Y AXdAY A ◦ Y AXXνYAY A : Y AXXAY AY A→ Y A.
Therefore it suffices to show that g1 = g2. To this end, we consider the following diagram. We
slightly simplified the notation for the morphisms in the diagram, deleting identity morphisms on
tensor factors; for example, ψ in the top left corner is a shorter notation for Y AXψY AY A. It
follows from (5.6) that the top left square in the diagram commutes. We easily deduce from (5.6)
that dA ◦XνY A = m ◦AdA = ψY A, telling us that the lower pentagon in the diagram commutes.
The associativity of m entails that the lower right square commutes. The commutativity of the
three remaining squares, the remaining pentangle, and the octangle at the lower left is an obvious
consequence of the property that Cg ◦ fB = fD ◦ Ag for f : A → C and g : B → D. Our
conclusion is that the diagram commutes. The composition taking Y AXXAY AY A in the top left
corner to Y A via the southwestern route is g1, and the composition via the northeastern route is
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g2. It follows that g1 = g2 and (5.5) is satisfied.
Y AXXAY AY A
ψ

ϕ // Y AXXYAAY A
d

m // Y AXXYAY A
d

Y AXAXYAY A
ψ

d // Y AXAAY A
ψ

m // Y AXAY A
ψ
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
Y AAXXYAY A
m

d // Y AAXAY A
νY A

ψ // Y AAAXY A
d

Am // Y AAXY A
d

Y AAXXYAY A
νY A
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
Y AAXY A
dA
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
Y AAAA
Y AAm

Y AmA // Y AAA
Ym2

Y AXXY Y A
d2
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
Y AAA
Ym2 // Y A
Y AA
Y m
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
From the definition of ϕ, see (3.1), it easily follows that
(5.6) Ad ◦ ψY = dA ◦Xϕ.
Let us prove the second formula. As an application of (1.7), we find that Y A • εAX = Y εAX :
Y A •AX = Y AX → Y A •A = Y A.
ηY A ◦ η
(1.3)
= Y A •AX ◦B ◦ η = Y εAX ◦ Y ψ ◦ bA ◦ η = Y m ◦ Y Aǫ ◦ Y ψ ◦ bA ◦ η
(2.3(c))
= Y m ◦ Y ǫA ◦ bA ◦ η = Y m ◦ Y Aη ◦ Y ǫ ◦ b
(3.6)
= η#.
It follows from (1.4) that µ˜ = AX •D ◦ ∆ • Y A. This fits into the diagram
AXY A
∆

q // AX • Y A
∆•Y A

AXXYA
AXDA

q // AXX • Y A ∼= AX •AX • Y A
AX•D

AXA
µAX // AX
It follows that µ˜ ◦ q = µAX ◦AXdA ◦D = µ. 
From now on we will make the following assumptions: C is a (strict) monoidal category with
coequalizers; every object of C is left coflat; A is an algebra in C such that every left A-module in
C is robust. In this situation the categories !ACA and ACA coincide.
An algebra morphism A→ S is also called an algebra extension; algebra extensions correspond to
A-rings, these are algebras in the category ACA. A→ S is called a Frobenius algebra extension if S
is a Frobenius algebra in ACA. Now we can state the main result of this Section.
Theorem 5.6. Let (A,X,ψ) be a cowreath, and assume that X ⊣ Y in C. Then the following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) (X,ψ) is a Frobenius coalgebra in T #A ;
(ii) Y A is a Frobenius A-ring;
(iii) (Y, ϕ) is a Frobenius algebra in #AT ;
(iv) the algebra extension Ym ◦ ηY AA : A→ Y A is Frobenius;
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(v) AX and Y A are isomorphic as left A, right Y A-modules in C.
(vi) AX and Y A are isomorphic as left A-modules and as entwined modules;
(vii) there exists t : 1→ X in T #A (that is a Frobenius element for (X,ψ) in T
#
A ) such that
(5.7) Φ = m2X ◦AAψA ◦AAXdA ◦AδY A ◦ tY A : Y A→ AX
is an isomorphism in C;
(viii) there exists B : X⊗X → 1 in T #A satisfying (4.2.c) (that is a Casimir morphism for (X,ψ)
in T #A ) such that
(5.8) Ψ = Y m ◦ Y AB ◦ Y ψX ◦ bAX : AX → Y A
is an isomorphism in C.
If 1 is a left ⊗-generator of C, then these statements are equivalent to
(ix) The functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA is a Frobenius functor.
Proof. (i)⇔ (ii). By Theorem 5.2, (X,ψ) is a Frobenius coalgebra in T #A if and only if AX is a
Frobenius coalgebra in ACA. Since AX ⊣ Y A in ACA, this is equivalent to Y A is a Frobenius algebra
in ACA, which is a Frobenius A-ring.
(ii)⇔ (iii)⇔ (iv) follows from [8, Corollary 8.8] applied to the wreath (A, Y, ϕ) in C. Observe that
it is possible to give a direct proof of the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) using arguments similar to
the ones in the proof of Theorem 5.2.
(i)⇔ (v). We use the characterization (i) in Remark 4.3, applied to the colgebra AX in ACA. We
have that (X,ψ) in T #A is a Frobenius coalgebra if and only if AX is a Frobenius A-coring. Since
AX ⊣ Y A in ACA, this is equivalent to AX and Y A being isomorphic as right Y A-modules in ACA.
By Proposition 5.5 it then follows that (X,ψ) is a Frobenius coalgebra if and only if AX and Y A
are isomorphic as A-bimodules and right Y A-modules in C. But the right A-module structure on
AX and Y A is inherited from the right action of Y A on them via the restriction of scalars functor
defined by the algebra extension Ym◦ ηY AA : A→ Y A. So we conclude that (X,ψ) is a Frobenius
coalgebra in T #A if and only if AX and Y A are isomorphic as left A, right Y A-modules.
(v)⇔ (vi) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4.
(v)⇔ (vii) is based on the elementary observation that a right Y A-linear morphism Φ : Y A→ AX
is completely determined by the morphism t = Φ◦η# : 1→ AX in C. Looking at the right A-action
µ : AXYA → AX (see the proof of Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 5.5), we easily find that Φ is
given by (5.7). Since
A Y A
t
☛✟
❡
✡✠
✡✠ ✡✠
✡✠
❡
✡✠
A X
(1.1)
=
(2.1.a)
A Y A
t
❡
❡ ✡✠
✡✠
❡
✡✠
✡✠
A X
(2.3.a)
=
A Y A
t
❡
✡✠
✡✠
✡✠
❡
✡✠
A X
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we obtain that Φ is left A-linear if and only if t is a morphism in T #A .
(v)⇔ (viii). If Ψ : AX → Y A is left A-linear, then
A A X
✡✠
Ψ
Y A
=
A A X
☛✟
Ψ
❡
✡✠
✡✠
Y A
, so Ψ =
A X
r
☛✟
Ψ
❡
✡✠
✡✠
Y A
=
A X
☛✟
❡
B
✡✠
Y A
, where B =
X X
r
Ψ
✡✠
A
.
This shows that any left A-linear morphism Ψ : AX → Y A is of the form (5.8), for some B :
X ⊗X → A in C. A long but straightforward computation shows that Ψ is right Y A-linear if and
only if B is a morphism in T #A satisfying (4.2.c).
(i)⇔ (ix) follows from Theorem 4.8. 
6. Separability properties for entwined modules
The aim of this Section is to study the separability of the forgetful functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA and
its right adjoint G. Separable functors were introduced in [19]. Consider a pair of adjoint functors
F ⊣ G between two categories D and E , with unit η : IdD → GF and counit ε : FG → IdE . The
following result is due to Rafael [21].
• F is separable if and only if the unit η of the adjunction splits: there is a natural transfor-
mation ϑ : GF → IdD such that ϑ ◦ η = IdD;
• G is separable if and only if the counit ε of the adjunction cosplits: there is a natural
transformation θ : IdE → FG such that ε ◦ θ = IdE .
We will apply Rafael’s Theorem to F : C(ψ)XA → CA and its right adjoint G. The natural transfor-
mations ϑ and θ will be obtained as an application of Propositions 4.6 and 4.7.
Proposition 6.1. Assume that 1 is a left ⊗-generator of the (strict) monoidal category C, and let
(A,X,ψ) be a cowreath.
(1) The forgetful functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA is separable if and only if there exists a Casimir
morphism B : XX → A for the coalgebra (X,ψ) in T #A such that m ◦AB ◦ δ = ǫ.
(2) G : CA → C(ψ)
X
A is separable if and only if there exists a morphism t : 1→ X in T
#
A such
that m ◦Aǫ ◦ t = η.
Proof. By Rafael’s Theorem, F is separable if and only if there exists ϑ : GF → IdC(ψ)X
A
such that
ϑ ◦ η is the identity natural transformation. Let B be the Casimir morphism corresponding to ϑ,
see Proposition 4.7. Then we can easily show that ϑM ◦ ηM = µ ◦MB ◦ ρX ◦ ρ = µ ◦Mh ◦ ρ, where
h = m ◦AB ◦ δ.
If h = ǫ, then it follows that ϑM ◦ ηM = µ ◦Mǫ ◦ ρ
(2.5)
= M .
Conversely, if θ ◦ η is the identity natural transformation, then
AX = θAX ◦ ηAX = µAX ◦AXh ◦ ρAX = mX ◦Aψ ◦AXh ◦mXX ◦Aδ,
and
ǫ
(4.12)
= m ◦Aǫ ◦ ηX = m ◦Aǫ ◦AX ◦ ηX = m2 ◦AAǫ ◦Aψ ◦AXh ◦mXX ◦Aδ ◦ ηX
(2.3.c)
= m2 ◦AǫA ◦AXh ◦mXX ◦Aδ ◦ ηX = m ◦Ah ◦mX ◦AmX ◦AAǫX ◦Aδ ◦ ηX
(2.3.d)
= m ◦Ah ◦mX ◦AηX ◦ ηX = m ◦Ah ◦ ηX = m ◦ ηA ◦ h = h.
The proof of the second statement is similar. G is separable if and only if there exists θ : IdCA → FG
such that ε ◦ θ is the identity natural transformation, that is, εN ◦ θN = N , for all N ∈ CA. Fix
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θ, and let t ∈ T #A (1, X) be the Frobenius element corresponding to θ, see Proposition 4.6. Then
εN ◦ θN = µ ◦Nǫ ◦ µX ◦Nt, fitting into the commutative diagram
N
Nt // NAX
µX //
NAǫ

NX
Nǫ

NAA
Nm

µA // NA
µ

NA
µ // N
If m ◦Aǫ ◦ t = η, then εN ◦ θN = µ ◦Nη = N .
Conversely, if ε ◦ θ = IdCA , then εA ◦ θA = A, and we find from the commutativity of the diagram
that η = m ◦Am ◦AAǫ ◦At ◦ η = m ◦mA ◦ ηAA ◦Aǫ ◦ t = m ◦Aǫ ◦ t. 
Coseparable coalgebras were introduced by Larson in [17]. This notion can be generalized to coal-
gebras in (strict) monoidal categories. Remark that a coalgebra C is a C-bicomodule, with left and
right C-coaction induced by comultiplication.
Definition 6.2. A coalgebra C is coseparable if it is a relative injective C-bicomodule in C, which
comes down to the following property. If i : M → N in CCC has a left inverse p : M → N in
C, then every f : M → C in CCC factors through i in CCC : there exists a C-bicolinear morphism
g : N → C such that g ◦ i = f .
Proposition 6.3. For a coalgebra C in a (strict) monoidal category C, the following assertions are
equivalent.
(i) C is coseparable;
(ii) the comultiplication ∆ has a C-bicolinear left inverse γ : CC → C;
(iii) there exists a morphism B : CC → 1 in C such that
(6.1) B ◦∆ = ε and CB ◦∆C = BC ◦ C∆.
Proof. We just sketch it since is similar to the one of [17, Lemma 1].
(i)⇒ (ii). Cε : CC → C is a left inverse of ∆, so the identity C → C factors through ∆ in CCC ,
which means that ∆ has a C-bicolinear left inverse.
(ii)⇒ (iii). Let B = ε ◦ γ : CC → 1. B ◦∆ = ε follows immediately from γ ◦∆ = C. The left
C-colinearity of γ means that Cγ ◦∆C = ∆ ◦ γ, and this implies that CB ◦∆C = Cε ◦Cγ ◦∆C =
Cε ◦∆ ◦ γ = γ. The right C-colinearity entails that BC ◦ Cδ = γ, and the second formula in (6.1)
follows.
(iii)⇒ (ii). γ = CB ◦∆C = BC ◦ C∆ is a C-bicolinear left inverse of ∆.
(ii)⇒ (i). Let i, p, f be as in Definition 6.2. Then g = γ ◦C(ε ◦ f ◦ p)C ◦CNρ ◦ λ is C-bicolinear
and g ◦ i = f . λ and ρ are the left and right C-coaction on N . 
A morphism B : CC → 1 satisfying the second condition in (6.1) is a Casimir morphism for C,
see Definition 4.2. A Casimir morphism is called normalized if it also satisfies the first condition in
(6.1). A coseparable coalgebra is coalgebra together with a normalized Casimir morphism.
Proposition 6.4. For a cowreath (A,X,ψ) in C, the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) (X,ψ) is a coseparable coalgebra in T #A ;
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(ii) there exists a morphism γ : XX → AX in C such that
(6.2) (a)
X X A
❡
❡
γ
✡✠
A X
=
X X A
γ
❡
✡✠
A X
, (b)
X X
❡
γ
✡✠
A X X
=
X X
γ
✡✠
A X X
=
X X
γ
❡
✡✠
A X X
, (c)
X
γ
✡✠
A X
=
X
r
A X
.
(iii) there exists a Casimir morphism B for the coalgebra (X,ψ) in T #A such that m◦AB ◦δ = ǫ.
If X ⊣ Y in C, then these conditions are equivalent to
(iv) there exists a left A-linear Ψ : AX → Y A in C(ψ)XA such that
(6.3) m ◦AdA ◦AXΨ ◦AXηX ◦ δ = ǫ;
(v) there exists a morphism Ψ : X → Y A in C satisfying the equations:
(6.4) (a)
X X A
❡
❡
Ψ
✡✠
✡✠
A
=
X X A
Ψ
✡✠✡✠
A
, (b)
X X
Ψ
✡✠
❡
✡✠
A X
=
X X
❡
Ψ
✡✠
✡✠
A X
, (c)
X
Ψ
✡✠
✡✠
A
= ǫ .
Proof. (i)⇔ (ii)⇔ (iii). (6.2.a) says that γ is a morphism in T #A , (6.2.b) that γ is an (X,ψ)-
bicolinear morphism in T #A and (6.2.c) that γ is a left inverse of the comultiplication δ of the
coalgebra (X,ψ) in T #A , so condition (ii) is condition (ii) from Proposition 6.3 in the special case
where C = T #A . A similar observation holds for condition (iii), and the equivalence of (i), (ii) and
(iii) follows.
(iii)⇔ (iv). We have seen in the proof of the equivalence (v)⇔ (viii) in Theorem 5.6 that there is
a bijective correspondence between left A-linear morphisms Ψ : AX → Y A in C(ψ)XA and Casimir
morphisms B for the coalgebra (X,ψ) in T #A . Moreover, it is easy to show that Ψ satisfies (6.3) if
and only if the corresponding B has the property that m ◦AB ◦ δ = ǫ.
(iv)⇔ (v). It follows from Lemma 1.2 that we have an isomorphism α : AC(AX,AY )→ C(X,AY ),
given by α(Ψ) = Ψ ◦ ηA and α−1(Ψ) = νY A ◦AΨ = Ym ◦ Y AdA ◦ Y ψAY A ◦ bAY A ◦AΨ. It is left
to the reader to check that Ψ is a left A-linear morphism in C(ψ)XA if and only if α(Ψ) = Ψ satisfies
(6.4.a, b). Finally, (6.3) is equivalent to (6.4.c). 
Our next result is a generalization of [10, Theorem 2.3].
Theorem 6.5. Assume that 1 is a left ⊗-generator for C. For a cowreath (A,X,ψ) in C, the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) The forgetful functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA is separable;
(ii) (X,ψ) is a coseparable coalgebra in T #A .
If C has coequalizers and A and X are left coflat in C, these statements are also equivalent to
(iii) AX is a coseparable A-coring in C, that is a coseparable coalgebra in the monoidal category
!
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(iv) the forgetful functor U : CAX → CA is separable.
Proof. (i)⇔ (ii). Follows from Proposition 6.1 and the equivalence (i)⇔ (iii) in Proposition 6.4.
(ii)⇔ (iii). We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. As before we identify AX •AX = AXX .
Applying Lemma 1.2, we obtain an isomorphism α : AC(AXX,AX) → C(XX,AX). A direct
verification shows that Ω ∈ AC(AXX,AX) is right A-linear if and only if α(Ω) = γ satisfies (6.2.a).
In this situation, Ω is left and right AX-colinear if and only if γ satisfies (6.2.b). Finally ∆◦Ω = AX
if and only if (6.2.c) holds.
(i)⇔ (iv). The categories CAX and C(ψ)XA are isomorphic, see [5, Theorem 4.8], and this implies
immediately that the separability of F and U is equivalent. 
More equivalent conditions for the coseparability of a coalgebra (X,ψ) in T #A can be given under
the assumption that X ⊣ Y . For the definition of a separable algebra extension in a monoidal
category, we refer to [8, Def. 4.5 (ii)].
Proposition 6.6. Let C be a monoidal category with coequalizers, and assume that every object of
C is flat. Let (A,X,ψ) be a cowreath in C. If X ⊣ Y in C and every left A-module is robust, then
the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) (X,ψ) is a coseparable coalgebra in T #A ;
(ii) (Y, ϕ) is a separable algebra in #AT , where ψ is defined in (3.1);
(iii) The smash product Y A is a separable algebra extension of A in C;
(iv) Y A is a separable A-ring, that is a separable algebra in ACA.
If 1 is a left ⊗-generator in C then (i)-(iv) are also equivalent to
(v) The restriction of scalars functor F ′ : CY A → CA is separable.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.4 and 6.5, and [8, Cor. 8.9] applied to the
wreath (Y,A, ϕ). 
Our final result is a Maschke type Theorem for entwined modules. It generalizes [10, Theorem 2.7]
and [3, Theorem 4.2].
Theorem 6.7. Let (X,ψ) be a coseparable coalgebra in T #A .
(i) If a morphism in C(ψ)XA has a section (resp. a retraction) in CA then it has a section (resp.
a retraction) in C(ψ)XA ;
(ii) If an object in C(ψ)XA is semisimple (resp. projective, injective) as a right A-module then it
is semisimple (resp. projective, injective) as an entwined module over (A,X,ψ).
(iii) Every M ∈ C(ψ)XA is relative injective (see Definition 6.2 for the definition of relative
injectivity).
Proof. The forgetful functor F : C(ψ)XA → CA is separable since (X,ψ) is a coseparable coalgebra
in T #A . The three assertions then follow immediately from [11, Prop. 47 and 48, Cor.7]. 
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